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1 Introduction 

This paper describes version 4.0 of CIT-IRP5 panel and is designed to provide some guidance to 
researchers using the data (including recommended citations, see Appendix A). The unbalanced 
firm-level panel was created in June 2016 (version 1.0), updated at the end of 2016 (version 2.0) 
and updated again in February 2019 (version 3.0) with the latest tax data available.1 The panel was 
created through collaboration with the National Treasury, the South African Revenue Service 
(SARS), and the United Nations University World Institute for Development Economics Research 
(UNU-WIDER). 

Although this paper follows the approach of Pieterse et al. (2018) in the creation of the panel, it 
can be read as a standalone document. We highlight the qualitative changes made to the data, 
including changes in the construction process, the implication of changes in the vintages, 
improvements to employment aggregation, updated industry variables, as well as changes in the 
capital and cost of sales variables. We further show the consistency of the dataset by comparing 
the updated aggregates to those of Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) and computing the within-
firm between-version differences of key variables. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the panel dataset and highlights the main 
components of the data along with its main unit of account and underlying sources. Section 3 
discusses the qualitative changes in the data. Section 4 details the quantitative changes and 
improvements made to aggregation and assignment. Section 5 compares the data with external and 
previous datasets. Section 6 concludes. 

2 The CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel 

The firm panel harmonizes business-level corporate income tax, job-level employee income tax, 
VAT entity-level value-added tax (VAT), and transaction-level customs tax data into a single firm-
level dataset. A firm, for purposes of the panel, refers to a business resident that may or may not 
include several different branches, plants, and subsidiaries.2 This section briefly discusses these 
underlying data sources for new users, and identifies the underlying forms, unit of analysis, and 
cross data matching. 

2.1 Firm-level data 

The corporate income tax data include data on total sales, cost of sales, capital stock, employee 
costs, and tax allowances, among others. The corporate tax data (CIT) represent the universe of 
corporate tax returns submitted to SARS on or before the end of January 2020 for the tax years 
2008–2018. Firms are identified by an anonymized tax reference number, which is treated as the 
unique identifier for each entity. We refer to the income statement and balance sheet data of firms 
as the CIT data. 

 

1 Versioning of the panel was strictly applied from 2019 onwards. 
2 The present version of the data does not incorporate detailed information on corporate structure of firms, which is 
required by Taxation Laws Amendment Act 23 of 2018. When referring to the Income Tax Act, or simply the Act, 
we refer to Income Tax Act 58 of 1962 (see South Africa 1962). 
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A tax-registered entity is required to submit its tax return within 12 months of its financial year 
end, which will always be treated as the entity’s tax year from the perspective of the tax form 
(SARS 2020a). A firm with a financial year end in December 2017 is thus not required to submit 
returns until December of 2018. The latest data used for this update were obtained from SARS 
from November 2019 and January 2020, meaning that the 2018 financial year will likely be 
incomplete due to reporting. It should be noted that this lag is persistent, with 2017 still missing 
several returns. 

The CIT data available to researchers are the result of harmonizing corporate tax returns over 
time. Corporate tax returns are submitted to SARS via the IT14 and ITR14 forms. The ITR14 
form replaced the IT14 on 4 May 2013, requiring harmonization of the different fields.3 The initial 
ITR14 form has undergone minor changes over time. Where the change in the form affects sales, 
cost of sales, fixed or tangible capital stock, or employment, the changes in the forms are 
harmonized to ensure that variables consistently represent the underlying economic information 
over time. 

An example of a major change in the CIT form is the introduction of the ‘Vehicle amount’ field 
from 2016 onwards. The inclusion of this field necessitated the adjustments to the panel’s 
aggregation of capital stock variables, as discussed in Section 4.1.1. An example of an unadjusted 
change in the underlying ITR14 data relates to the firm’s consolidation status. The decrease in the 
proportion of companies responding ‘yes’ to being ‘part of a group of companies that prepare 
consolidated financial statements’ in the 2017 is a ‘ctax’ year that results from changes to the ITR14 
form in 2017. Before 2017, the same field asked the taxpayer to declare whether the company is a 
subsidiary of a group of companies as defined in Section 1 of the Income Tax Act. According to 
Section 1 of the Income Tax Act, a group has at least 70 per cent ownership. On the other hand, 
the accounting consolidation implies a more than 50 per cent ownership or control criterion. 
Therefore, the ITR14 form version change in 2017 has a selection effect for the variable associated 
with this field. Researchers should also be aware that some variables in the dataset suffer from 
selection bias resulting from changes in reporting requirements associated with the switch from 
the IT14 to the ITR14 form. For instance, while all company types reported the research and 
development expenditure amounts on the IT14 form, only medium to large firms do so on the 
ITR14 form. As a result, in the post-2012 period, the research and development variable (x_rd) 
only contains values for medium to large firms. The same is true for other variables affected by 
the change in reporting requirements. Owing to the size of the data and the sheer number of 
questions, we cannot ensure that we are aware of every single one of the variables with underlying 
content or context changes; researchers should thus always refer to the SARS user guides for the 
relevant years when using the data (SARS 2020a, 2020b). 

The present version of the data includes IT14 forms from 2008 to 2013 and ITR14 forms from 
2008 to 2018. The CIT data available to researchers in the present version do not attempt to 
harmonize data across vintages, meaning that data that were available in the raw data used in 
previous versions but that became unavailable in the latest raw data will be missing. Vintage issues 
and potential implications are discussed in Section 3.6. 

2.2 Employee tax data 

The employee tax data contain job-level data that include information on the date of birth and 
income sources for persons employed in a pay-as-you-earn (PAYE) registered entity. The data 
reflect the universe of IRP5 and IT3(a) certificates submitted to SARS from 2008 to 2019. SARS 

 

3 Details of the field overlaps are available on request. 
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sets the deadline for employer reconciliation on the last day of May of the relevant tax year. That 
is, the forms for workers with employment periods ending on the last day of February of the given 
year must be submitted by the last day of May of the same year (SARS 2020e). Each job is identified 
by a unique form number, which belongs to a person identified by a unique identification number 
or passport number that is linked to a PAYE reference number.4 PAYE reference numbers are 
linked to the unique firm identifier—the tax reference number—of the CIT data using a 
correspondence table provided by SARS. A tax reference number is sometimes linked to several 
PAYE numbers. The employee data are aggregated to the firm level based on the CIT tax reference 
number (taxrefno), as discussed in Section 4.2. This has implications for matching the employee 
data with the CIT data, which we discuss in Section 5.1. We discuss the employment data and their 
vintages in Section 3.6. 

2.3 International trade data 

Data on international trade are aggregated from transaction-level data recorded through customs 
declaration forms. The declaration form—SAD 500—requires customs registered entities to 
submit information on the Rand value, HS6 product code, and partner country at both port of 
trade and final destination/origin. 

The present trade data reflect only the trade component of the customs data received and removes 
entries related to the warehousing of reported goods.5 We assign each transaction made to the 
relevant firm’s financial year end through the date information provided in the CIT forms. The 
present version of the panel expands the available customs fields by including information on the 
total trade with specific regional trading blocks,6 specific levels of income, the number of different 
HS6 and HS4 product lines exported and imported, as well as information on the largest regional 
partners and amounts. 

2.4 VAT data 

The VAT data are collected from the VAT101, VAT102, and VAT201 forms submitted to SARS 
by the registered VAT vendors. The registration for VAT is compulsory for entities with taxable 
supplies (i.e., sales or turnover exceeding R1 million in any 12 months) and voluntary for taxable 
supplies less than R1 million.7 The VAT201 forms constitute most information available in the 
VAT data, with only industry information from the VAT101 and VAT102 tax forms. 

The VAT data make up a transactional-level dataset in that they record a transaction between the 
VAT filing entity and the revenue service; they do not include identifiable information on 
individual transactions between firms where a counterparty can be identified.8 VAT forms can 
reflect information at the monthly, bi-monthly, annual, and bi-annual level (SARS 2020d). The 

 

4 We only observe anonymized versions of these identifiers. 
5 These goods were identified under consultation from SARS. Documentation regarding this process is available on 
request. 
6 These blocks include East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Middle East and North Africa, North America, 
South Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa as well as the World Bank’s classification of high-income non-OECD, high-
income OECD, low income, lower middle income, and upper middle income according to the latest classification 
(World Bank 2020). We also include a separate indicator for trade with members of the Southern African Development 
Community. 
7 See Chapter 6 of SARS (2019) for details on taxable supplies. 
8 This information is not excluded; it does not exist. 
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VAT data are aggregated to the corresponding firms’ annual level before the transactions are 
allocated to the corresponding firm in a given tax year. The VAT variables reported in the CIT-
IRP5 panel, therefore, correspond to the same underlying period as the information contained in 
the CIT data. The VAT data are linked to the CIT data using the correspondence tables provided 
by SARS. 

The VAT panel is available as a separate firm-year-level dataset and VAT record level dataset in 
addition to its inclusion in the CIT-IRP5 panel. Variables from the VAT data include the prefix 
‘v_’ in the CIT-IRP5 panel. Owing to limited changes in the VAT data, we do not discuss its 
aggregation in a specific section. Researchers should note that the VAT rate was increased from 
14 to 15 per cent in April 2018 after being announced in the February 2018 budget speech 
(National Treasury 2018). 

3 Qualitative changes 

This section highlights specific qualitative changes made to the data available to researchers. Key 
improvements in the present version of the data are the availability of a multinational firm 
identifier, a comprehensive industry identifier, and improved employment identifiers. Certain 
changes in the underlying data required a different approach to the aggregation of data and 
availability of certain variables. 

3.1 Multinationals 

CIT-IRP5 version 4.0 includes a set of variables related to identifying firms with international 
connections. Kilumelume et al. (2021) fully describe the classification of firms according to a strict 
foreign indicator, a broad foreign indicator, a domestic or foreign multinational indicator, and a 
foreign connection indicator. 

Firms are considered strictly foreign (ITR14_c_foreign_strict) where they state that their ultimate 
holding company is resident outside South Africa. Firms are considered broadly foreign 
(ITR14_c_foreign_broad) if (i) they state that they are not a resident in South Africa for income tax 
purposes, or (ii) they are resident outside South Africa by virtue of a treaty to avoid double taxation, 
or (iii) the return submitted is with respect to a branch, permanent establishment, or agency of a 
foreign company, or (iv) the firm reports total dividends subject to double taxation relief. 

Firms are considered a multinational with a foreign parent (ITR14_c_mne_ type) according to the 
strict definition above. Firms are considered a domestic parent of a multinational firm if the 
ultimate holding company is not a company resident outside South Africa and if any of the 
following conditions are true: (i) the company is part of a multinational enterprise, (ii) the company 
has claimed an exemption to foreign dividends according to s10(1)(k)ii(dd) or s10B(2)(a) of the 
Income Tax Act, (iii) any foreign dividend was subject to participation exemption, or (iv) the 
company directly or indirectly controls more than 10 per cent of the total participation rights or 
voting rights in a Controlled Foreign Company (s9D of the Income Tax Act; see South Africa 
1962). 

The foreign connection indicator (ITR14_c_fcf) includes firms that (i) are headquarter companies 
with minimal asset rules, where at least 80 per cent or more of the cost of the total assets are 
attributable to a qualifying foreign company, or (ii) have participation or voting rights in a 
controlled foreign company, or (iii) have foreign dividends exempt in terms of s10B(2)(a) of the 
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Income Tax Act, or (iv) have foreign dividends subject to participation exemption, or (v) have 
foreign income and expenditure in terms of s31(1)(a) in the Income Tax Act (South Africa 1962). 

3.2 Industry data 

Firm-level industry classifications are significantly improved from previous versions. The present 
dataset uses the industry classification developed by Budlender and Ebrahim (2020). The 
classification is based on the Main Industry Code submitted in the ITR14 or IT14 forms. Missing 
values are iteratively imputed using within-firm time-neighbouring values. 9  Budlender and 
Ebrahim (2020) show that the imputed code improves significantly on the raw code as it is 
internally consistent and broadly matches industry classification in other sources of South African 
data. The SIC 7 is based on the ISIC Revision 4 classification system but adjusted for the South 
African economic environment (Stats SA 2012). The remainder of this paper uses this measure of 
industry whenever industry is used. Researchers wishing to use only the IRP5 data are referred to 
Budlender and Ebrahim (2020) for detailed information about industry classification in the payroll 
data. 

3.3 Deflators 

The economy-wide and industry-specific deflator variables in the CIT-IRP5 version 4.0 are based 
on information by the South African Reserve Bank (SARB). The deflator series is obtained from 
the SARB Quarterly Bulletin National Accounts (SARB 2020a) and Business Cycle (SARB 2020b) 
data, and includes (i) gross fixed capital formation, (ii) gross domestic product, (iii) producer price 
index, (iv) consumer price index, and (v) gross value added. Industry-specific deflators include (i) 
producer price index, (ii) consumer price index, (iii) gross value added, and (iv) gross fixed capital 
formation. Industry-level deflators are merged into the panel using the imputed two-digit main 
industry code in SIC 5 format (Budlender and Ebrahim 2020). The industry datasets 
(citirp5_industry_v4.dta), constructed by Budlender and Ebrahim (2020), and deflator datasets 
(deflators_v4.dta) are available to researchers in the secure data facility. Researchers have the option 
of merging in the deflators using their preferred industry classification variable. 

3.4 Employment data 

Previous versions of the panel provided several measures of employment, based on weighting, 
employment measure, and nature of person status. The main qualitative addition to the 
employment measure is the identification of labour income for employees based on income codes 
identified by Kerr (2020). Kerr (2020) shows that these measures are more appropriate by 
measuring his selection of income code against previous methods that used other income sources 
codes. 

Substantial improvements have been made to the weighting of employees over time based on both 
the number of days worked and the number of periods worked, as discussed in Section 4.2.10 When 
referring to employees we use Kerr’s (2020) measure of employment weighted by the periods data 
using the basic nature of person data. When comparing the employment data with previous 
versions, we use the Pieterse et al. (2018) measure of employment. 

 

9 This field is relatively incomplete before 2013. 
10 PAYE paying entities report a start date and end date as well as a ‘periods worked’ and ‘total periods’ measure. We 
discuss these measures in Section 4.2.2. 
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3.5 Temporal matches and financial year 

As discussed in Section 2, a firm’s financial year end determines the income statement and balance 
sheet information reported to the revenue service. The employment data, VAT, and customs data, 
on the other hand, is intended to always start on 1 March of the previous year and end on the last 
day of February of the tax year in question. This means that we cannot simply link transactions or 
employees to firms based only on the tax year information, as the periods in question will not 
overlap one to one. We harmonize the different data sources by aggregating information from the 
VAT, customs, and IRP5 datasets to the relevant firm year end. We discuss the aggregation 
procedure in Section 4. The aggregation procedure implies that the closing date connected to the 
tax year of the information in the CIT component of the data forms the unique temporal identifier 
per firm. 

Where the year information is used to identify year effects, the differences in the financial year end 
of firms add noise to the effect. A firm ending in December will be grouped with a firm ending in 
January of the same year, instead of being grouped with a firm that ends in February of the next 
year. In previous versions of the released data, this mismatch was corrected by creating a firm year 
variable equal to the tax year only when a firm’s financial year end is before August. Firms with 
financial year end months after July are assigned a financial year that is equal to the following tax 
year. The previous version of the data manipulated the field to ensure that it could be used to 
specify the data as a panel with no temporal overlaps, thereby smoothing over changes in a firm’s 
financial year end by assigning the financial year end month as the mode of reported end month. 
The present version of the data no longer makes this assumption in the construction of the 
financial year end variable and the researcher is tasked with constructing the appropriate temporal 
fixed effect for their purpose. 

In Table 1, we show how firms reporting changes in their financial year end around the cut-off 
month will be assigned to differing financial year ends. These changes result in a situation where a 
firm’s financial year can be missing, or the same financial year can be assigned to two different tax 
years. The present approach reduces the risk of researchers using a non-detailed temporal fixed 
effect. 

Table 1: Tax year and financial year matching 

Tax reference number Tax year Month of financial year end finyear variable Match 
AA 2008 12 2009 — 
AA 2009 12 2010 — 
AA 2010 11 2011 — 
AA 2011 11 2012 — 
AB 2008 6 2008 — 
AB 2009 6 2009 Missing finyear (2010) 
AB 2010 8 2011 Missing finyear (2010) 
AB 2011 8 2012 — 
AC 2008 10 2009 — 
AC 2009 10 2010 Repeated finyear (2010) 
AC 2010 6 2010 Repeated finyear (2010) 
AC 2011 6 2011 — 

Note: this table shows the ‘Missing finyear’ and ‘Repeated finyear’ issues associated with the finyear variable in 
CIT-IRP5 v4.0. ‘—’ indicates that the finyear variable is non-missing nor repeating. 

Source: authors’ illustration, based on data in v4.0 of the CIT-IRP5 panel (National Treasury and UNU-WIDER 
2021a). 
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3.6 Vintages 

As the administrative database underlying the CIT-IRP5 matures older datasets will no longer be 
extracted by the revenue service, meaning that the information for certain years is based on 
information that may be in a different shape, form, or level of completion. We refer to various 
extractions of the data as vintages. Different vintages do not always come with their own 
correspondence tables. The correspondence tables allow for the linking of firms across tax forms 
and are thus crucial in identifying employment, customs, and VAT information in firms. At 
present, the correspondence table received by SARS is not inclusive of previous versions, meaning 
that certain entities existing in previous periods are not always included in the latest 
correspondence table. The exact reason for this has not been identified. At present, no direct 
documentation could be found on the re-use and recycling of PAYE, VAT, or customs reference 
numbers. In this context, we use the correspondence table relevant to the specific vintage and 
incorporate the correspondence information from other sources using a nearest temporal 
neighbour approach with a preference for preceding data in the case of ties. 

In Table 2, we provide the underlying extraction for each component of CIT-IRP5 version 4.0. 
The IT14 and ITR14 data are based on the same data as version 3.0 from 2008 to 2011. The 
remainder of the databases are updated considerably. The implication of differing vintages and 
extractions are varied. Certain variables will not be available in certain extractions, this may be due 
to changes in the extraction procedure or changes in the form, researchers using the introduction 
of a specific tax or changes in form should take care to ensure they understand exactly how the 
change corresponds to changes in source before making causal inferences. Different extraction 
may also implicitly collapse certain fields, we discuss capital stock as an example in Section 4.1.1. 
While we take every step to ensure harmonization, changes of this nature require updating the 
underlying cleaning procedures and may also result in differing totals both within and between 
firms. At present, SARS and the National Treasury are working to harmonize the extraction 
process to ensure that issues of this nature are limited. Researchers should further note the change 
in transfer pricing and capital gains data. 

Table 2: Vintages and underlying sources 

Tax 
year 

IT14  ITR14 
 

Transfer pricing 
and capital 

gains 

 VAT  IRP5  Customs  

2008 Jul-15 A Jul-15 A NA NA —  Aug-17 D — — 
2009 Jul-15 A Jul-15 A NA NA Jun-19 C Aug-17 D Jun-19 C 
2010 Jul-15 A Nov-19 B Jul-17 — Jun-19 C Aug-17 D Jun-19 C 
2011 Jul-15 A Nov-19 B Jul-17 — Jun-19 C Aug-17 D Jun-19 C 
2012 Jul-15 A Nov-19 B Nov-19 B Jun-19 C Aug-17 D Jun-19 C 
2013 Jul-15 A Nov-19 B Nov-19 B Jun-19 C Aug-17 D Jun-19 C 
2014 NA NA Nov-19 B Nov-19 B Jun-19 C Aug-17 D Jun-19 C 
2015 NA NA Nov-19 B Nov-19 B Jun-19 C Oct-19B B* Jun-19 C 
2016 NA NA Nov-19 B Nov-19 B Oct-19 B Oct-19B B* Nov-19 B 
2017 NA NA Nov-19 B Nov-19 B Oct-19 B Oct-19B B* Nov-19 B 
2018 NA NA Nov-19 B Nov-19 B Oct-19 B Oct-19B B* Nov-19 B 
2019 NA NA — — — — — — Oct-19B B* — — 

Note: the table describes which dataset was used and the related correspondence table from different vintages. 
Oct-19B refers to an extraction different from the October 2019 extraction. B* is the correspondence table B but 
did not come with the October 2019 extraction. ‘NA’ indicates that there is no specific data from SARS containing 
this information. ‘—’ indicates that the data exist but are not available at the time of writing. 

Source: authors’ construction. 
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The identification of a firm is only possible where the firm’s tax reference number is linked to a 
single partyid, the field that links tax reference numbers to PAYE, VAT, and customs reference 
numbers. Previous versions simply ignored cases where a single source (PAYE, VAT, or customs) 
reference number is linked to multiple tax reference numbers. The introduction of the partyid field 
allows for multiple taxreference numbers to be linked to the same entity. These cases do not allow 
for IRP5, VAT, or customs data to be incorporated as we cannot assign information from these 
sources to taxreference numbers consistently. We do not assign these firm employee data as we 
cannot ensure the quality of match. In Table 3, we show that only around 0.5 per cent of firms 
have these conflicting records. While this number is low, the sales aggregates of firms with these 
conflicting records accounts for about 13 per cent of total sales. At the time of writing this issue 
is still under review. 
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Table 3: Observations and sales by multiple record status 
 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 
Observations 595,980 754,750 757,522 813,419 833,077 855,929 873,371 918,050 908,405 
 No multiple records  593,192 751,372 754,214 810,098 829,903 853,027 870,586 915,400 905,904  

99.53% 99.55% 99.56% 99.59% 99.62% 99.66% 99.68% 99.71% 99.72% 
 Multiple records 2,788 3,378 3,308 3,321 3,174 2,902 2,785 2,650 2,501  

0.47% 0.45% 0.44% 0.41% 0.38% 0.34% 0.32% 0.29% 0.28% 
Sales 4,442,200 6,128,060 6,450,590 7,249,986 7,840,760 8,528,698 8,906,206 9,402,557 9,837,994 
 Observations 316,761 329,549 327,451 333,924 340,198 344,884 349,952 358,410 356,966 
 No multiple records 4,202,827 5,424,465 5,721,483 6,298,131 6,793,238 7,397,236 7,695,357 8,156,925 8,566,208  

94.61% 88.52% 88.70% 86.87% 86.64% 86.73% 86.40% 86.75% 87.07% 
 Observations 314,478 327120 325,095 331,548 337,880 342,634 347,777 356,337 355,024  

99.28% 99.26% 99.28% 99.29% 99.32% 99.35% 99.38% 99.42% 99.46% 
 Multiple records 239,373 703,596 729,107 951,855 1,047,522 1,131,462 1,210,850 1,245,632 1,271,786  

5.39% 11.48% 11.30% 13.13% 13.36% 13.27% 13.60% 13.25% 12.93% 
 Observations 2,283 2,429 2,356 2,376 2,318 2,250 2,175 2,073 1,942  

0.72% 0.74% 0.72% 0.71% 0.68% 0.65% 0.62% 0.58% 0.54% 

Note: this table shows the number of observations in the total sample in the first row followed by the number of observations without and with multiple records. The percentage 
is the proportion of firms satisfying the criteria in all observations. The totals in the Sales section show the unadjusted sum of sales for all firms with the number of non-missing 
observations. No multiple records and multiple records are the sum of sales for all firms satisfying said criteria in a given year. The observations are the number of firms 
satisfying the criteria. 

Source: authors’ calculations based on CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel data v4.0 (National Treasury and UNU-WIDER 2021a). 
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3.7 Dormant firms 

In the present paper, we consider a firm to be dormant11 where it indicates either that it is dormant 
or that it became dormant in the year of assessment. In Table 4, we show that around 36 per cent 
of all CIT forms from 2010 to 2018 belong to dormant firms, with the figure being closer to 42 
per cent of firms from 2016 onwards. We also show that a negligible proportion, below 1 per cent, 
of these firms report sales data. In the remainder of this paper, we will exclude these firms from 
analysis unless otherwise stated. 

Table 4: Dormant firms 

Tax year All firms  With sales  
Total firms Dormant Dormant YOA Any dormant  Dormant Dormant YOA Any dormant 

2010 754,750 183,362 7,967 183,362  1,032 138 1,032   
24.29% 1.06% 24.29%  0.31% 0.04% 0.31% 

2011 757,522 213,230 12,202 213,230  552 207 552   
28.15% 1.61% 28.15%  0.17% 0.06% 0.17% 

2012 813,419 273,665 26,916 273,665  1,122 580 1,122   
33.64% 3.31% 33.64%  0.34% 0.17% 0.34% 

2013 833,077 306,092 30,296 306,094  1,935 1,026 1,936   
36.74% 3.64% 36.74%  0.57% 0.30% 0.57% 

2014 855,929 332,551 26,383 332,559  1,156 1,162 1,162   
38.85% 3.08% 38.85%  0.34% 0.34% 0.34% 

2015 873,371 345,932 25,818 345,934  1,136 1,135 1,137   
39.61% 2.96% 39.61%  0.32% 0.32% 0.32% 

2016 918,050 382,754 27,132 382,754  1,420 1,417 1,420   
41.69% 2.96% 41.69%  0.40% 0.40% 0.40% 

2017 908,405 381,209 25,577 381,209  1,429 1,427 1,429   
41.96% 2.82% 41.96%  0.40% 0.40% 0.40% 

2018 788,527 322,211 20,457 322,211  1,389 1,386 1,389   
40.86% 2.59% 40.86%  0.43% 0.43% 0.43% 

Total 7,503,050 2,741,006 202,748 2,741,018  11,171 8,478 11,179   
36.53% 2.70% 36.53%  0.36% 0.28% 0.36% 

Note: this table shows the number of by dormancy status in Columns 3–5, and the number of firms with sales by 
dormancy status in Columns 6–9. The percentage figures are the proportion of firms satisfying the dormancy and 
data availability criteria in total firms in the year. 

Source: authors’ calculations based on CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel data v4.0 (National Treasury and UNU-WIDER 
2021a). 

4 Building CIT-IRP5 version 4 

This section discusses the construction of version 4.0 of the data. We highlight the changes made 
to the aggregation of fields and changes in key variables for the CIT data and then discuss the 
construction of the employment data. We provide some advice for appropriate employment 
measures and the construction of balanced books. 

 

11 In the dataset, the company type variable (c_type) classifies a company as dormant if it responds ‘yes’ to the question 
‘is the company dormant?’ and ‘no’ to ‘did the company become dormant/inactive during the year of assessment?’. 
Thus, companies that become dormant during the year of assessment are not regarded as dormant companies. 
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4.1 Corporate income tax data 

The corporate income tax data in version 4.0 are based on the underlying data reported in Table 
2, which itself comes from the ITR14 and IT14 forms. In the construction of the data, care is 
taken to keep variable names consistent between versions of the panel. Users should note that this 
is despite changes in the structure and naming conventions in the underlying raw data.12 Appendix 
Table A1 provides a list of the prefixes used in the panel along with their descriptions. 

The main harmonization between CIT forms relate to matching the IT14 and ITR14 forms. The 
present paper follows the same procedure as in Pieterse et al. (2018) in which ITR14 data are used 
where available and only replaced with IT14 data where not available. The field number of the 
IT14 data is usually specified in the label of the harmonized variables to allow the user to confirm 
that the correct underlying data were used. 

4.1.1 Aggregating fields and changes in underlying data 

The ITR14 tax form is separated into three mutually exclusive firm-category sections, each 
requiring differing levels of detail in the income statement and balance sheet. In increasing order 
of detail required these categories are (i) micro business/body corporate/share block companies, 
(ii) small business and dormant companies, and (iii) medium to large business companies. The 
underlying raw data in previous versions were disaggregated in this structure and harmonized 
within the cleaning procedure. SARS harmonized these fields in their extraction process for 
version 4, meaning that harmonization for several variables is no longer required. It should be 
noted that SARS do not harmonize all fields. In Table 5, we show aggregation of the property and 
equipment for three hypothetical firms. In the latest raw data, the property, plant, and equipment 
fields for micro and small firms is received aggregated into a single field; in previous versions, the 
raw data included a separate field for micro and small firms (Pieterse et al. 2018: 11–12). Medium 
to large firms, however, still split this specific variable into the property, plant, and equipment 
fields and other fixed assets separately. Since 2016, the ITR14 form requires all firms to report 
vehicles as a separate field. In Table 6, we use an example in which all firms report a value of Y in 
this field. The amount of this field would have been included in the property, plant, and equipment 
fields of previous versions and, as such, we construct the final property, plant, and equipment 
measure as in Table 6, as the sum of the property, plant, and equipment fields and the vehicles 
field. 

Table 5: Example of raw ITR14 data 

Firm ID (firm 
category) 

Property, plant, and 
equipment (micro) 

Vehicles Property (medium 
to large) 

Plant (medium 
to large) 

Other fixed 
assets (medium 

to large) 
1 (micro) X1 — NA NA NA 
2 (small) X2 Y2 NA NA NA 
3 (medium to large) NA Y3 A B C 

Note: this table illustrates the nature of capital variables before harmonization. ‘NA’ indicates an empty field 
where the firm was not required to submit this information. ‘—’ indicates a missing field where the firm was 
required to submit this information but did not or reported a zero entry. 

Source: authors’ illustration. 

  

 

12 Details of these changes are available on request. 
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Table 6: Example of harmonized ITR14 data 

Firm ID (firm category) Property, plant, and equipment Other fixed assets 
1 (micro) X1 NA 
2 (small) X2+Y2 NA 
3 (large) A+B+Y3 C 

Note: this table illustrates the harmonization of capital variables. ‘NA’ indicates an empty field where the firm was 
not required to submit this information. 

Source: authors’ illustration. 

4.1.1.1 Changes in capital stock 

Capital stock in the CIT-IRP5 panel is captured by the k_ppe variable. The k_ppe variable is derived 
from the balance sheet section on the IT14 and IT14 forms. On the IT14 form, all firms, regardless 
of their size, completed the same fields. The fields of interest include fixed property amount, fixed 
assets (plant and equipment) amount, and other fixed assets amount. In the IT14 data, the k_ppe 
variable is created by aggregating the property amount and the fixed assets amount for all firms. 
The ITR14 form allows smaller firms to provide less detailed information. Where larger firms are 
required to submit separate information for property and for plant and equipment, smaller firms 
only need to submit a single field for property, plant, and equipment. Also, smaller firms no longer 
need to provide information on other fixed assets. 

The creation of the k_ppe variable across the different versions of the panel has remained the same. 
However, the values of the k_ppe variable are inconsistent across versions. This observed 
inconsistency appears to be to changes in the form and changes in the underlying data, specifically 
the inclusion of the vehicles field. 

The vehicles field was introduced on the ITR14 form in 2016, and all company types are required 
to report this amount. This change necessitates the inclusion of the vehicles amount in creating 
the k_ppe variable for all company types. In CIT-IRP5 panel version 3.0, the vehicles amount is 
not included in the k_ppe variable. Therefore, researchers should add the vehicles amount to k_ppe 
when using CIT-IRP5 version 3.0. The k_ppe variable in the CIT-IRP5 panel version 4.0, on the 
other hand, contains the vehicles amount. Adding the vehicles amount to k_ppe in CIT-IRP5 
version 4.0 will result in double counting. An encoding issue in the raw data further resulted in a 
portion of capital stock not being counted for medium to large firms in the version 3.0 data; this 
counting issue is resolved in version 4. 

4.1.1.2 Changes in cost of sales 

The cost of sales variable is not consistent between versions 2.0 and 3.0 of the panel because of a 
change in aggregation in the underlying data. On the ITR14 form, only micro, body corporate, and 
share block companies report the cost of sales amount. Other types of companies report purchase 
amounts, opening stock, and closing stock. The raw data received from SARS in versions 3.0 and 
4.0 contain one cost of sales variable that is inclusive of stock adjustments for larger firms. This 
field stands in contrast to version 2.0, where these adjustments were not made. It should be noted 
that this change only holds for ITR14 data after 2012. We therefore include an alternative cost of 
sales measure (g_cos2) that is comparable to the non-stock adjusted cost variables of version 2.0. 
In general applications, however, the g_cos variable is appropriate as the stock adjusted input 
measure. 
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4.1.1.3 Constructing balanced books 

Researchers should be aware that balanced books cannot be constructed by simply aggregating the 
fields belonging to different categories, as in Appendix Table A1. First, SARS already construct 
control totals for specific fields; that is, double counting will necessarily occur if researchers sum 
all income variables as the control total will be included. Second, we also aggregate information so 
that specific variables reflect the same economic information across forms and time. As an 
example, total employment cost is based on a single variable for micro firms, whereas it is based 
on salaries and wages (including medical, pension, and provident fund contributions) for small 
businesses. The total employment cost variables for large firms include all fields listed as employee 
expenses in the ITR14 form. We further construct a variable that is directly comparable to the 
wages and medical contributions made to small firms by summing wages (x_ml_wages), medical 
payments (x_ml_medsh), and pension schemes (x_ml_pension). The researcher should therefore 
carefully go over the construction of variables if they wish to construct balanced books based on 
the non-control totals in the data. 

4.2 Employment data 

The employee data come from the IRP5/IT3(a) certificates (henceforth IRP5) submitted to SARS 
by entities registered for PAYE. Each PAYE entity has a PAYE reference number that is linked 
to a CIT tax reference number allowing us to merge the two datasets. The current version of the 
firm-level employment data does not include aggregate information on the employment tax 
incentives due to data reporting errors (see Ebrahim et al. 2017) or employment by income 
category due to low usage by researchers and the ease with which researchers can create these 
variables if needed. The present section is only concerned with the construction of an aggregate 
firm-level employment measure. The construction of the individual panel is described by Ebrahim 
and Axelson (2019) and updates to that dataset will be discussed in a separate forthcoming paper 
by the authors (Ebrahim et al. 2021). We discuss the advantages of specific employment measures 
in Section 4.2.4. 

4.2.1 Identifying employees 

4.2.1.1 Employment measures 

We identify employees based on types of earnings using four approaches. The ‘forms’ approach 
counts all forms submitted as an employee while the ‘a3601’ approach only counts a form as an 
employee if non-missing and positive general salary income is reported.13 It should be noted that 
this income code was combined with the pension income code for certain years (for details, see 
Kerr 2016). The forms approach is considered very broad as it counts every form as an employee 
whereas the a3601 approach is very narrow as it excludes employees with different types of 
incomes. A form is counted as an employee where at least one of the income codes listed are 
strictly positive and non-missing. 

Employees are also identified with a combination of different income sources. In Table 7, we show 
the employee income codes that identify an employee under the Kerr approach (see Kerr 2020) 
and the Pieterse approach (see Pieterse et al. 2018). The Pieterse approach corresponds to the empl 
measure in the previous versions of the panel. The variable was renamed to accurately reflect the 
fact that it is an employment measure based on a set of assumptions. 

 

13 This corresponds to the 3601-income source code in the SARS data. 
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Table 7: Construction of income variables 

Measure Income codes used 
forms Created based on the number of individuals reported at the firm and not dependent on the income 

codes 
a3601 3601 
ptrs 3601 3605 3606 3607 3615 3616 3701 3703 3707 3717 3718 3801 3802 3804 3805 3806 3807 3808 

3809 3810 3813 3814 3815 3816 3820 3821 
kerr 3601 3605 3606 3607 3701 3702 3703 3704 3707 3708 3709 3710 3711 3712 3713 3714 3715 3717 

3718 3751 3752 3753 3757 3763 3764 3765 3768 3801 3802 3803 3804 3805 3808 3809 3810 3813 
3814 3815 3816 3820 3821 3852 3855 3856 3858 3860 3863 3865 

Note: the table includes the income sources codes used in the construction of four approaches to identifying 
employees. 

Source: authors’ calculations based on Kerr (2020) and Pieterse et al. (2018). 

Each measure has its own benefits and challenges, and we provide guidance to researchers at the 
end of this subsection. 

4.2.1.2 Nature of person 

We further aggregate employment information based on the classification of the entity connected 
to the identification. At present, we only classify the entity as a natural person if the ‘nature of 
person’ field on the IRP5 form corresponds to the code that indicates the identifier comes from 
an identification document or passport number.14 

We use a basic imputation to categorize a unique identifier to belong to a natural person if that 
identifier was ever associated with a natural person across the panel. All forms before 2010 are 
counted as natural persons if they are not observed in the data after 2009, as there is no available 
nature of person data available before the 2010 data. We also include firm-level employment 
measures based on a non-imputed nature of person and an ignored nature of person. The non-
imputed nature of person uses the nature of person information as given, while the ignored nature 
of person assigns all IRP5 forms as natural persons. The latter measure will count every single 
form associated with a firm based on the income measures discussed in the previous section on 
employment measures. In this context, the ignored nature of person forms measure will count 
every form in the firm based on the weighting process discussed in Section 4.2.2. This approach 
will generally include pensioners, and trusts will be included in the measure and should therefore 
generally be avoided. We list these measures in Table 8 and discuss the preferred employment 
measures in Section 4.2.4. 

Table 8: Nature of person indicators 

Nature of person indicator  Description 
none Always count as natural person 
basic Assumes a form belongs to a natural person if ever seen belonging to a natural 

person; this is the approach used in v2.0 and v3.0. 
given Use SARS identifier as given; treat missing nature of person as missing 

Source: authors’ classification. 

 

14 We currently exclude categories B, an individual without an identity or passport number, and C, the director of a 
private company of member of close corporation. At present, categories B and C are excluded because of noise 
observed in the data. We also exclude categories D, a Trust, E, a company or close corporation, F, a partnership, G, 
a corporation, H, a personal service provider, and N, a pensioner. 
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4.2.2 Weighting employees 

We weight employment data in three ways: counting, days worked weight, and periods weight. In 
all cases, IRP5 forms are aggregated to the CIT tax reference entity and not the PAYE entity. We 
therefore will not double-count employees who have overlapping periods worked at different 
PAYE entities belonging to the same firm. 

4.2.2.1 Days worked weight 

We construct the days worked weighted employment aggregate using the start and end dates 
reported on the IRP5 form and link it to the firm’s financial year. The start and end dates 
correspond to the first and last dates of the employee’s tax period in the year of assessment. SARS 
allows the start date to be at least 1 January of the previous year and the end date to be at most 30 
April of the current year of assessment (SARS 2020c).15 

We construct the number of days worked in a firm’s previous financial year as in Equation (1), 
where we subtract an individual’s start date from the earliest date between the firm’s financial year 
start date and the individual’s employment end date. In this way we ensure that workers whose 
employment date ends before the firm’s financial year start date will be included.16 Similarly, we 
construct the days worked in the next year by subtracting the last date between the individual’s 
starting period of employment and the firm’s financial year end from the individual’s employment 
end date as in Equation (2). To calculate the number of dates worked in the actual firm’s financial 
year corresponding to the IRP5 financial year, we subtract the first date between the firm’s financial 
year end and individual’s employment end date from the latest date between the firm’s financial 
year start and the individual’s employment start date, as in Equation (3). The number of days 
worked in the financial year is calculated as in Equation (4), where we count the number of days 
worked assigned to the previous year based on the next year’s IRP5 data, the number of days 
worked assigned to the current year based on the corresponding year’s IRP5 data, and the number 
of days assigned to the next year based on the previous year’s IRP5 data. 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚(𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 , 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡)
− 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 

if 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ≥ 0 (1) 

 

𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡
− 𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛(𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 , 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡) if 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ≥ 0 (2) 

 

𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 = 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚(𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 ,𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡)
−𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛(𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 , 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡) + 1  if 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 ≥ 0 (3) 

 

15 Kerr (2020) discusses valid start and end dates and shows that in the majority of cases where the reported start 
period is associated with a day before the start of the tax year it occurs in mid-February. 
16 A worker who works for a firm with financial year ending on 31 December 2015 will have tax returns in 2015 
submitted for the year ending on 28 February 2015. If this worker only worked from 1 March 2014 to 30 November 
2014, they would be included in the 2015 tax returns despite not corresponding with any transactions in the firm’s 
financial year. In the updated version, these workers are completely reallocated to the previous year. 
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𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 = 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡+1 + 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 + 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡+1 (4) 

 

The days weight of each worker is calculated as in Equation (5) by dividing the total number of days 
worked in the firm by the total number of days in the firm year. I is a binary indicator with a value 
of one where the worker assigned to the form has the relevant employee identifier; N is a similar 
binary indicator reflecting whether the form satisfies the nature of person property. We limit the 
weight to the [0,1] interval. 

 

𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡(𝐼𝐼,𝑁𝑁) = 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 �
1

𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡
(𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡) × 𝐼𝐼 × 𝑁𝑁, 1� (5) 

 

In the previous versions of the panel, a coding error dropped workers who were never present in 
the period of the firm that overlaps with the tax year. In Section 5.3, we show that this number is 
likely low as the updated employment measures are not substantially different from those in 
version 2.0. 

4.2.2.2 Periods weight 

The periods weight calculation is based on the reported ‘periods in year of assessment’ and ‘total 
periods worked’ fields in the IRP5 form. These fields refer to the total number of pay periods 
worked by the employee in a tax year (SARS 2020c). While the data available for this measure is 
less precise than the data available for days worked, it is more readily available for earlier periods 
and used by SARS in the calculation of annual equivalent tax rates (SARS 2020c). 

The calculation of periods weighted data is substantially improved from previous versions through 
the implementation of temporal information. The periods weight in previous versions was calculated 
as in Equation (6), with the aggregation process assuming that the worker works this weight on 
every day. 

𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 =
𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠
 (6) 

 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 × 𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 (7) 

 

The updated approach constructs a days worked measure based on the periods weight as in Equation 
(7). Where the weight is below a value of one, we set the start and end date of the employee as in 
Equations (8) and (9), respectively. We then calculate the total number of days worked in the firm 
as described in the earlier section on employment measures. 
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𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 = �
𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡
 if 
if 
𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠 − 1 and 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 < 1
𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠 + 1 and 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 < 1 (8) 

 

𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 = �
𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 + 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡

𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡
 if 
if 
𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠 − 1 and 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 < 1
𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠 + 1 and 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 < 1 (9) 

 

These dates are not defined when the periods weight is below a value of one and the worker is 
seen both the next and previous tax years. Where workers work with a weight less than a value of 
one in sequential years, we weight the relative weights of different years by overlap with the 
financial year of the firm and the IRP5 tax year. 

4.2.3 Aggregating employees and measures included 

We aggregate employees in each tax paying entity for the corresponding financial year as in 
Equation (10) where 𝑊𝑊 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠,𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠,𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠,𝐷𝐷𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 is the weighting type, 
𝐼𝐼 ∈ 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝,𝑦𝑦3601,𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚  refers to the employee identifier, and 𝑁𝑁 ∈
𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝, 𝑏𝑏𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐,𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 refers to the nature of person calculation. The ‘count weights’ simply counts 
each employee as a value of one if they have the available data used to calculate the weight. 

 

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝5𝑡𝑡(𝑊𝑊, 𝐼𝐼,𝑁𝑁) = � 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡(𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ,𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡)
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹∈𝐽𝐽𝑡𝑡 

𝑖𝑖=1

 (10) 

 

If all combinations of employment identification, natural person identification, and weighting 
processes were used, the dataset would contain 36 highly correlated employment measures. All 36 
measures are included in the IRP5 firm panel, available to researchers. In the data available to 
researchers, we limit the selection to the ‘days weight’, ‘periods weight’, and ‘period weight count 
weighting’ aggregates using the basic nature of person imputation. 

4.2.4 Appropriate employment measures 

In the present paper, we use the basic nature of person imputation, weighted using the periods 
data, and using Kerr’s (2020) measure of employment income (irp5_kerr_weight_b). While the 
periods data are less granular than the data for days worked, it does appear to be more complete 
in earlier years allowing for a better comparison across time. The data for days worked may be 
subject to more error especially if the end of financial years or tax years are around weekends. This 
should not cause a major problem, but it may result in some employees being given a weight of 
0.9945 instead of 1 for certain years. If it is considered simpler to count payment periods than 
days, it is arguably easier to count payment periods rather than days from the firm’s perspective. 
The question is then whether firms stating, for example, that an employee worked for one payment 
period reflects a day, month, or year. We do not attempt to answer this question here and 
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researchers are encouraged to confirm that their results are consistent for the different measures 
of employment. Many of these measures are included in the final panel but more are available in 
the IRP5 firm panel should researchers want to merge additional variables. 

5 Characteristics of CIT-IRP5 version 4 

This section provides descriptive statistics of the CIT-IRP5 panel. Section 5.1 shows the 
availability of firms by key variables as well as the underlying data match rates in version 4. Section 
5.2 compares the aggregates implied by version 4.0 with the aggregate statistics of comparable data 
by Stats SA, and Section 5.3 compares key variables in version 4.0 with those in versions 2.0 and 
3.0. 

5.1 Availability of firms by key variables and matched data 

Table 9 shows the availability of firms with respect to key variables. We show how the number of 
tax paying entities in the CIT panel has generally increased from around 750,000 in 2010 to above 
900,000 in 2017, with the numbers in 2018 being below 800,000 likely because of lags in 
submissions. As in previous versions, the majority of firms report missing sales data in 2008. We 
consider a firm as having valid data for a given variable if it reports a non-missing value that is 
greater than zero in the field. These restrictions stand in contrast to Pieterse et al. (2018) where 
availability was separated into non-missing and greater-than-zero categories. This reporting change 
is due to post-2014 extractions encoding missing data as zeros. 

Around 62 per cent of non-dormant firms have valid sales data, with the proportion of non-
dormant firms reporting this number as increasing from about 57 per cent in 2010 to around 67 
per cent in 2018. The number of firms with valid cost of sales data is substantially lower, ranging 
from 38 per cent in 2010 to 45 per cent in 2017. Firms with valid capital stock data start from a 
low of 44 per cent in 2010 and reach around 60 per cent of non-dormant firms in 2018. 
Conditioning on firms with capital and labour data, however, results in a loss of around 10 per 
cent of firms compared with the cost of sales data. As in previous versions, the largest drop in 
firms with valid data comes from employment. Our match rate for firms with labour data and 
availability of firms with labour data is entirely consistent with the match rates described in Pieterse 
et al. (2018). 

Table 10 shows the number of firms matched from IRP5, customs, and VAT data. As seen, the 
absolute number of firms matched to the CIT data is increasing in the customs and IRP5 datasets, 
although the proportion of CIT firms matched is slightly decreasing. The number of firms in the 
VAT data appears to be falling over time with significant drop-off in 2018. We have no testable 
hypothesis for this trend at present. The proportion of matches in all cases appears to be like those 
of previous versions of the data. Tables 9 and 10 indicate that, at least regarding matched data and 
availability of data, there were no major changes in the data from previous versions. Researchers 
should thus be careful about the same biases described in Pieterse et al. (2018). 
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Table 9: Firms by available data 
 

2008a 2009a 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018b Totalc 
CIT firms  690,249 595,980 754,750 757,522 813,419 833,077 855,929 873,371 918,050 908,405 788,527 7,310,503 
             
Dormant firms — — 183,362 213,230 273,665 306,092 332,551 345,932 382,754 381,209 322,211 2,418,795 
   Proportion of total firms — — 24.3% 28.1% 33.6% 36.7% 38.9% 39.6% 41.7% 42.0% 40.9% 33.1% 
             
Non-dormant firms 690,249 595,980 571,388 544,292 539,754 526,985 523,378 527,439 535,296 527,196 466,316 4,891,708 
   Proportion of total firms — — 75.7% 71.9% 66.4% 63.3% 61.1% 60.4% 58.3% 58.0% 59.1% 66.9% 
 Sales 7,019 316,761 328,517 326,899 332,802 338,263 343,728 348,816 356,990 355,537 320,446 3,048,313 
   Proportion of non-dormant firms [1.0%] [53.1%] [57.5%] [60.1%] [61.7%] [64.2%] [65.7%] [66.1%] [66.7%] [67.4%] [68.7%] [62.3%] 
 Cost of sales 4,302 209,909 218,558 219,037 223,443 225,452 231,066 235,837 243,220 243,735 220,043 2,050,257 
   Proportion of non-dormant firms [0.6%] [35.2%] [38.3%] [40.2%] [41.4%] [42.8%] [44.1%] [44.7%] [45.4%] [46.2%] [47.2%] [41.9%] 
  With sales data 4,251 208,785 217,457 218,063 222,400 224,292 229,824 234,612 241,866 242,407 218,876 2,039,706 
   Proportion of restricted firms |98.8%| |65.9%| |66.2%| |66.7%| |66.8%| |66.3%| |66.9%| |67.3%| |67.8%| |68.2%| |68.3%| |66.9%| 
   Proportion of non-dormant firms  [0.6%] [35.0%] [38.1%] [40.1%] [41.2%] [42.6%] [43.9%] [44.5%] [45.2%] [46.0%] [46.9%] [41.7%] 
 Capital stock  7,288 335,539 339,706 332,876 333,024 329,176 330,257 330,673 331,910 324,418 286,622 2,987,579 
   Proportion of non-dormant firms  [1.1%] [56.3%] [59.5%] [61.2%] [61.7%] [62.5%] [63.1%] [62.7%] [62.0%] [61.5%] [61.5%] [61.1%] 
  With sales and cost of sales data 3,449 178,320 184,320 183,048 185,268 186,445 189,961 192,773 196,302 194,679 173,380 1,691,116 
   Proportion of restricted firms |81.1%| |85.4%| |84.8%| |83.9%| |83.3%| |83.1%| |82.7%| |82.2%| |81.2%| |80.3%| |79.2%| |82.9%| 
   Proportion of non-dormant firms  [0.5%] [29.9%] [32.3%] [33.6%] [34.3%] [35.4%] [36.3%] [36.5%] [36.7%] [36.9%] [37.2%] [34.6%] 
 Labour  156,829 150,389 162,345 165,626 168,921 169,958 170,993 176,403 180,188 181,233 — 1,526,056 
   Proportion of non-dormant firms [22.7%] [25.2%] [28.4%] [30.4%] [31.3%] [32.3%] [32.7%] [33.4%] [33.7%] [34.4%] — [31.2%] 
  With sales, cost of sales, and capital data 1,475 103,893 109,083 111,586 113,587 114,588 116,811 120,267 122,467 122,830 — 1,035,112 
   Proportion of restricted firms |42.8%| |58.3%| |59.2%| |61.0%| |61.3%| |61.5%| |61.5%| |62.4%| |62.4%| |63.1%| — |61.2%| 
   Proportion of non-dormant firms  [0.2%] [17.4%] [19.1%] [20.5%] [21.0%] [21.7%] [22.3%] [22.8%] [22.9%] [23.3%] — [21.2%] 

Note: this table shows the number of CIT firms by availability of data for 2008–2018. ‘CIT firms’ represents the total number of unique tax reference numbers for the given year. 
‘Dormant firms’ represents the total number of firms satisfying any dormancy criteria in a given year. ‘Non-dormant firms’ represents the total number of firms not satisfying the 
dormancy criteria in Section 3.7. Sales, cost of sales, capital stock, and labour categories reflect the total number of non-dormant firms with greater-than-zero and non-missing 
data for the relevant variable, respectively. Sales, Cost of sales, and Capital stock are measured by the g_sales, g_cos, and k_ppe fields, respectively. Labour is measured by 
the Kerr weighted employment measure using the basic nature of person imputation as described in Section 4.2. ‘Proportion of total firms’ represents the proportion of firms 
satisfying the dormancy criteria of the row as a percentage of all CIT firms denoted with no brackets. ‘Proportion of non-dormant firms’ represents the proportion of firms with the 
available field reported in the first column as a percentage of all non-dormant firms denoted with square brackets [ ]. ‘Proportion of restricted firms’ is the percentage of firms with 
the available data in the field preceding it; for example, the proportion of restricted firms in the non-zero labour section is the proportion of non-dormant firms with sales, cost of 
sales, capital, and labour data as a proportion of non-dormant firms with sales, cost of sales, and capital data denoted with straight brackets | |. a The dormancy indicators are 
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not reported for 2008 and 2009 due to differences in availability in the underlying data. b At the time of writing, an extraction concern with the 2018 and 2019 labour data 
necessitated its exclusion from the panel. c The total field excludes 2008 because of the general unavailability of data in the year and excludes 2018 due to unavailability of 
labour data. ‘—’ indicates unreported statistics due to the reasons specified in notes a, b, and c. 

Source: authors’ calculations based on CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel data v4.0 (National Treasury and UNU-WIDER 2021a). 

Table 10: Firms by matched data 
 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
CIT firms 690,249 595,980 754,750 757,522 813,419 833,077 855,929 873,371 918,050 908,405 788,527 
IRP5 firms 226,089 226,675 237,158 239,905 244,498 247,756 252,992 259,887 266,409 274,350 289,103 
 Matched to CIT  166,617 159,286 175,871 178,218 181,881 183,252 184,068 189,414 193,605 195,049 187,157 
 Proportion of CIT firms  24.1% 26.7% 23.3% 23.5% 22.4% 22.0% 21.5% 21.7% 21.1% 21.5% 23.7% 
 Proportion of IRP5 firms 73.7% 70.3% 74.2% 74.3% 74.4% 74.0% 72.8% 72.9% 72.7% 71.1% 64.7% 
Customs firms NA 29,220 51,058 53,807 54,445 58,228 59,229 59,671 60,549 60,976 60,914 
 Matched to CIT NA 20,670 34,950 36,433 37,841 39,459 39,721 39,898 39,823 38,746 33,333 
 Proportion of CIT firms NA 3.5% 4.6% 4.8% 4.7% 4.7% 4.6% 4.6% 4.3% 4.3% 4.2% 
 Proportion of customs firms NA 70.7% 68.5% 67.7% 69.5% 67.8% 67.1% 66.9% 65.8% 63.5% 54.7% 
VAT firms 659,144 620,636 575,373 517,136 504,632 493,086 488,529 485,738 490,037 498,373 249,431 
 Matched VAT firms 343,400 313,930 337,975 317,651 314,914 309,272 307,242 308,758 304,344 303,572 249,431 
 Proportion of CIT firms  49.8% 52.7% 44.8% 41.9% 38.7% 37.1% 35.9% 35.4% 33.2% 33.4% 31.6% 
 Proportion of VAT firms 52.1% 50.6% 58.7% 61.4% 62.4% 62.7% 62.9% 63.6% 62.1% 60.9% 100.0% 

Note: ‘NA’ indicates no customs data are available for 2008. 

Source: authors’ calculations based on CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel data v4.0 (National Treasury and UNU-WIDER 2021a). 
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5.2 Aggregate data 

In Table 11, we compare total sales in the CIT data with total sales reported in the quarterly 
financial statistics (QFS) of Stats SA (2020). The former refers to the sales amount reported in the 
income statement of the firm in the IT14 and ITR14 forms; this information is not necessarily the 
same as the gross income amount variable that includes sales as well as amounts from other income 
sources (SARS 2020b). 

Table 11 uses the Budlender and Ebrahim (2020) industry classification, meaning it is not directly 
comparable to the decomposition reported in Pieterse et al. (2018). The updated industry 
classification variable allows for an increase of 20 per cent of output to assigned industries 
compared with Pieterse et al. (2018) for 2009–2013 whereas the updated panel’s output aggregate 
hovers around 100 per cent compared with previous versions. In this context, Budlender and 
Ebrahim’s (2020) industry classification does appear to classify more firms more consistently over 
time. 

The sample restrictions in Table 11 are not directly comparable to Pieterse et al. (2018) as later 
vintages of the underlying data treat missing observations as zero, meaning that the aggregates in 
the table require all fields to be non-missing and non-zero when restricting the sample. The 
restriction used in Table 11 is more limiting than the Pieterse et al. (2018) restrictions that allowed 
firms with values of zero for specific fields to be counted. Our sales aggregate for all industries 
while limiting the data gives aggregates around 90 per cent of that of version 2. Note that using 
the same restriction as Pieterse et al. (2018) yields an aggregate 2 per cent higher in the current 
data; this is consistent with the hypothesis that reporting lags are behind the general drop seen in 
the aggregates of years close to the end of the panel. The total sales of the sample with all key 
variables constitute around 80 per cent of the QFS sales aggregates. This aggregate excludes the 
agricultural sector as it is not available in the QFS. In Pieterse et al. (2018) this average was around 
83 per cent but ranging from 80 to 85 per cent. Where we include firms reporting zero values for 
sales, cost of sales, capital stock, and employment, as having non-missing data representation 
would increase to around 100 per cent of the QFS aggregate. The figures with less severe 
restrictions are available on request. The dramatic shifts in QFS representation seen in the Finance 
sector and the Community and Social Services sector are consistent with those found by Pieterse 
et al. (2018). 
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Table 11: Total sales by industry in the QFS and CIT-IRP5 panel v4.0, Rand millions 

Industry Data 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
Agriculture No restrictions 146,958 184,608 184,608 187,344 230,328 257,794 323,136 339,430 418,533 398,033 

Has all key variables 91,087 129,311 129,188 132,625 165,911 190,936 223,977 256,181 275,548 316,348 
Percentage of no restrictions 62.0% 70.0% 70.0% 70.8% 72.0% 74.1% 69.3% 75.5% 65.8% 79.5% 

            
Mining No restrictions 273,344 375,485 375,485 336,920 500,533 583,174 599,993 595,996 616,858 657,025 

Percentage of QFS NA [118.7%] [118.7%] [82.5%] [108.3%] [125.5%] [113.4%] [114.8%] [117.4%] [109.5%] 
Has all key variables 72,446 274,028 273,704 235,744 302,743 361,672 415,670 401,584 415,027 439,231 

Percentage of no restrictions 26.5% 73.0% 72.9% 70.0% 60.5% 62.0% 69.3% 67.4% 67.3% 66.9% 
Percentage of QFS NA [86.6%] [86.5%] [57.7%] [65.5%] [77.8%] [78.6%] [77.3%] [79.0%] [73.2%] 

QFS NA 316,285 316,285 408,239 462,196 464,726 529,124 519,185 525,272 600,020 
            
Manufacturing No restrictions 1,736,800 1,942,089 1,942,089 2,151,063 2,524,453 2,884,890 3,082,693 3,100,080 3,189,007 3,355,047 

Percentage of QFS NA [128.7%] [128.7%] [129.1%] [133.1%] [143.0%] [135.5%] [134.9%] [136.8%] [134.1%] 
Has all key variables 1,502,577 1,532,484 1,531,819 1,715,770 2,037,022 2,323,978 2,529,172 2,566,236 2,693,316 2,810,900 

Percentage of no restrictions 86.5% 78.9% 78.9% 79.8% 80.7% 80.6% 82.0% 82.8% 84.5% 83.8% 
Percentage of QFS NA [101.5%] [101.5%] [103.0%] [107.4%] [115.2%] [111.2%] [111.7%] [115.6%] [112.4%] 

QFS NA 1,509,477 1,509,477 1,665,577 1,896,778 2,017,591 2,274,545 2,297,348 2,330,360 2,501,004 
            
Electricity, gas, and water No restrictions 20,315 47,080 47,080 139,891 176,315 182,579 206,883 278,664 266,682 276,464 

Percentage of QFS NA [53.0%] [53.0%] [123.6%] [131.7%] [122.8%] [121.7%] [150.7%] [126.5%] [115.9%] 
Has all key variables 14,416 17,241 17,229 118,694 155,264 153,480 171,064 182,913 221,672 218,933 

Percentage of no restrictions 71.0% 36.6% 36.6% 84.8% 88.1% 84.1% 82.7% 65.6% 83.1% 79.2% 
Percentage of QFS NA [19.4%] [19.4%] [104.9%] [116.0%] [103.2%] [100.6%] [98.9%] [105.1%] [91.8%] 

QFS NA 88,893 88,893 113,166 133,842 148,686 170,048 184,856 210,888 238,529 
            
Construction No restrictions 261,437 585,924 585,924 261,299 296,846 352,080 415,758 440,273 477,428 484,264 

Percentage of QFS NA [230.7%] [230.7%] [105.1%] [117.8%] [133.7%] [137.5%] [123.7%] [119.4%] [115.2%] 
Has all key variables 179,519 191,349 190,760 193,165 218,922 261,175 302,881 327,733 357,697 363,735 

Percentage of no restrictions 68.7% 32.7% 32.6% 73.9% 73.7% 74.2% 72.9% 74.4% 74.9% 75.1% 
Percentage of QFS NA [75.3%] [75.1%] [77.7%] [86.9%] [99.2%] [100.1%] [92.1%] [89.4%] [86.5%] 

QFS NA 253,958 253,958 248,652 251,888 263,331 302,462 355,977 399,905 420,312 
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Wholesale, retail, catering, 
and accommodation 

No restrictions 1,039,421 1,275,685 1,275,685 1,461,634 1,663,385 1,866,020 2,023,682 2,125,241 2,293,533 2,433,406 
Percentage of QFS NA [79.0%] [79.0%] [80.7%] [79.2%] [83.5%] [82.3%] [79.2%] [81.4%] [77.1%] 

Has all key variables 732,807 924,888 923,741 1,115,335 1,250,114 1,472,549 1,584,955 1,719,983 1,888,414 2,057,990 
Percentage of no restrictions 70.5% 72.5% 72.4% 76.3% 75.2% 78.9% 78.3% 80.9% 82.3% 84.6% 

Percentage of QFS NA [57.3%] [57.2%] [61.6%] [59.5%] [65.9%] [64.4%] [64.1%] [67.0%] [65.2%] 
QFS NA 1,614,508 1,614,508 1,811,128 2,100,242 2,233,420 2,459,414 2,683,340 2,819,281 3,158,051 

            
Transport, storage, and 
communication 

No restrictions 268,884 532,773 532,773 582,641 632,262 650,092 655,844 709,962 714,153 760,341 
Percentage of QFS NA [124.5%] [124.5%] [125.4%] [118.5%] [111.9%] [101.2%] [104.7%] [100.3%] [96.0%] 

Has all key variables 129,081 293,468 293,415 347,121 352,574 327,451 334,079 364,148 395,573 432,882 
Percentage of no restrictions 48.0% 55.1% 55.1% 59.6% 55.8% 50.4% 50.9% 51.3% 55.4% 56.9% 

Percentage of QFS NA [68.6%] [68.6%] [74.7%] [66.1%] [56.3%] [51.6%] [53.7%] [55.6%] [54.7%] 
QFS NA 427,865 427,865 464,587 533,515 581,170 647,927 678,135 711,913 791,739 

            
Financing, insurance, real 
estate, and business 
services 

No restrictions 501,515 941,628 941,628 889,586 894,424 694,015 815,933 862,339 918,001 920,477 
Percentage of QFS NA [197.1%] [197.1%] [190.0%] [168.9%] [114.2%] [107.8%] [94.8%] [93.7%] [88.2%] 

Has all key variables 211,676 381,492 380,912 374,612 342,887 298,376 359,466 389,065 421,053 428,717 
Percentage of no restrictions 42.2% 40.5% 40.5% 42.1% 38.3% 43.0% 44.1% 45.1% 45.9% 46.6% 

Percentage of QFS NA [79.8%] [79.7%] [80.0%] [64.8%] [49.1%] [47.5%] [42.8%] [43.0%] [41.1%] 
QFS NA 477,775 477,775 468,311 529,456 607,975 757,179 909,860 979,418 1,043,526 

            
Community and social 
services 

No restrictions 190,445 242,761 242,761 440,186 331,433 370,117 404,772 454,218 508,359 552,934 
Percentage of QFS NA [206.3%] [206.3%] [298.3%] [200.5%] [210.2%] [223.1%] [223.8%] [260.4%] [251.0%] 

Has all key variables 91,465 113,603 113,289 146,943 189,417 213,226 247,504 279,109 332,120 356,993 
Percentage of no restrictions 48.0% 46.8% 46.7% 33.4% 57.2% 57.6% 61.1% 61.4% 65.3% 64.6% 

Percentage of QFS NA [96.5%] [96.3%] [99.6%] [114.6%] [121.1%] [136.4%] [137.5%] [170.1%] [162.0%] 
QFS NA 117,674 117,674 147,583 165,277 176,072 181,448 202,940 195,246 220,303 

            
Economy No restrictions 4,442,199 6,128,061 6,128,061 6,450,590 7,249,986 7,840,761 8,528,698 8,906,207 9,402,559 9,837,994 

Assigned industries 4,439,119 6,128,033 6,128,033 6,450,564 7,249,979 7,840,761 8,528,694 8,906,203 9,402,554 9,837,991 
QFS industries 4,292,161 5,943,425 5,943,425 6,263,220 7,019,651 7,582,967 8,205,558 8,566,773 8,984,021 9,439,958 

Percentage of QFS NA [123.67%] [123.67%] [117.57%] [115.58%] [116.79%] [112.06%] [109.39%] [109.93%] [105.20%] 
Has all key variables 3,033,031 3,857,882 3,857,882 4,383,911 5,018,798 5,611,203 6,172,186 6,491,948 7,005,004 7,431,545 

Percentage of no restrictions 68.28% 62.9% 62.9% 67.96% 69.22% 71.56% 72.37% 72.89% 74.50% 75.54% 
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Assigned industries 3,032,260 3,857,864 3,857,864 4,383,895 5,018,798 5,611,203 6,172,182 6,491,944 7,004,999 7,431,545 
Percentage of no restrictions 68.31% 62.9% 62.9% 67.96% 69.23% 71.56% 72.37% 72.89% 74.50% 75.54% 

QFS industries 2,940,827 3,728,553 3,728,553 4,251,133 4,852,776 5,420,097 5,948,085 6,235,522 6,729,361 7,115,023 
Percentage of no restrictions 68.52% 62.7% 62.7% 67.87% 69.13% 71.48% 72.49% 72.79% 74.90% 75.37% 

Percentage of QFS 
aggregate 

NA [77.6%] [77.6%] [79.8%] [79.9%] [83.48%] [81.23%] [79.62%] [82.34%] [79.29%] 

QFS aggregate NA 4,806,435 4,806,435 5,327,243 6,073,194 6,492,971 7,322,147 7,831,641 8,172,283 8,973,484 

Note: QFS, quarterly financial statistics. Percentages in brackets [ ] are sales aggregates as a proportion of QFS aggregates; percentages without brackets are sales aggregates 
compared with unrestricted aggregates. ‘NA’ indicates that no data, or in the case of the QFS data no comparable data, exist. ‘—’ indicates that data do exist, but due to concerns 
with the labour data the aggregates are not included. Few firms exist with an unassigned industry not reported in this table due to data security. 

Source: authors’ calculations based on CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel data v4.0 (National Treasury and UNU-WIDER 2021a) and the QFS (Stats SA 2020). 
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5.3 Comparing CIT-IRP5 version 4.0 with previous versions 

The values of variables in version 4.0 of the dataset may not always be the same as in previous 
panels. The differences may arise either from improvements in the cleaning process or from 
changes to the underlying data. In some cases, differences may also be explained by revisions made 
to previously submitted information. Table 12 presents the differences in key variables between 
version 4.0 and the previous versions. We construct the mean as the difference of each key variable 
in firm 𝑝𝑝 for year 𝑠𝑠 in version 4.0 and 𝑧𝑧 ∈ 2,3, as in Equation (11). 

 

𝑋𝑋 = 𝐸𝐸�𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣.4 − 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣.𝑧𝑧� (11) 

 

As expected, there are statistically significant differences in the employment variable (irp5_weight_b) 
because of improvements to the cleaning process of employment indicators in the dataset. Note 
that this difference is extremely small in general, with employment figures being on average 
between −1 and +1 of the version 2.0 values with majority of increases occurring for the years 
2009 and 2010, where version 2.0 had issues with employment figures. The measures deviate more 
from the version 3.0 figures, but generally stay within a range of −3 and +3 on average. 

The sales variable (g_sales) in version 4.0 is generally not statistically significantly different from the 
previous versions, except for the tax years 2013 and 2014 (2014 and 2015) compared with version 
3.0 (2.0). The changes in the data do not follow a clear within-firm trend, indicating that these 
differences are likely because of changes in information submitted by firms. This hypothesis is 
further based on the lower deviation, in absolute terms, in version 3.0 data compared with version 
2.0 data. The former is based on information closer to version 4.0 data. 

The capital variable (k_ppe) is significantly different from version 3.0 across most tax years and 
only different for the tax years 2009 and 2012 compared with version 2.0. The difference in the 
capital variable results from changes to the raw data, as received from SARS. The raw extractions 
for versions 3.0 and 4.0 came with a variable called ‘old, fixed assets’, a field not available on the 
forms, which must be part of the k_ppe aggregation to make the capital variable more consistent 
with version 2.0. When creating version 3.0 of the CITIRP5 panel, k_ppe did not include the ‘old, 
fixed assets’ amount, hence the observed difference in k_ppe between versions 4.0 and 3.0. Version 
4.0 consists of a variable called k_ppe_undj, an aggregation of property amount, plant and 
equipment amount, and vehicles amount. We adjust the k_ppe_unadj by adding to it the ‘old, fixed 
assets’ amount to get k_ppe. Given that the capital variable in version 3.0 does not include the 
vehicles amount, we observe a significant difference between k_ppe_unadj and k_ppe in version 3.0, 
especially in 2016 and 2017. 
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Table 12: Differences in key variables across versions 

 Version g_sales g_cos g_cos2 Value added k_ppe k_ppe_unadj Employment 
2008 v2 0.073 −90,113* NA 18,513 −0.0058 −0.0058 14*** 

 (7,023) (4,276) NA (7,059) (7,249) (7,249) (142,072) 
 [6.1] [3,045,659] NA [3,021,274] [0.43] [0.43] [363] 

v3 NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.74** 
 NA NA NA NA NA NA (157,073) 
 NA NA NA NA NA NA [136] 

2009 v2 2,120 −7,685 NA 9,913* 31,568*** 31,568*** 6*** 
 (312,907) (207,371) NA (230,586) (262,990) (262,990) (138,265) 
 [5,696,464] [5,546,722] NA [2,889,397] [5,647,416] [5,647,416] [244] 

v3 −209 −8,930 NA 15,462,846*** 6,288* 6,288* −1.2** 
 (71,523) (201,973) NA (205,746) (253,811) (253,811) (148,039) 
 [2,211,201] [4,561,067] NA [1298552537] [1,773,277] [1,773,277] [186] 

2010 v2 −889,843 6,856 9,098 −1,149,913 −11,081 −2,914,833** 1.1 
 (322,826) (214,868) (214,896) (252,308) (269,921) (270,062) (157,520) 
 [508,492,114] [3,844,270] [39,136,113] [575,168,846] [5,585,596] [688,503,939] [707] 

v3 0 −2,780 0.0099 1,221,441 2,845,948** −0.0011* −2.6* 
 (329,549) (219,163) (223,275) (257,744) (276,061) (276,273) (161,730) 
 [0] [38,586,435] [3.1] [612,082,719] [680,965,264] [0.3] [539] 

2011 v2 3,357 −21,339** 278,017 −11,988 −12,123 −2,295,248*** 0.65 
 (317,257) (212,552) (212,585) (306,013) (265,204) (265,343) (161,689) 
 [3,596,992] [4,337,997] [688,929,671] [12,208,162] [6,573,892] [340,775,969] [665] 

v3 0 −290,517 −0.0082 209,992 2,206,368*** 0.0027 −3.4** 
 (327,451) (219,374) (222,458) (314,532) (274,588) (274,799) (165,777) 
 [0] [678,186,823] [4.4] [566,383,652] [334,928,116] [2] [566] 

2012 v2 2,148 −151,300*** −58,540 −108,023 927** −362,607*** 0.12 
 (307,831) (206,837) (206,937) (308,164) (266,458) (266,561) (163,059) 
 [1,205,996] [12,187,590] [22,292,170] [71,398,751] [212,342] [39,292,711] [581] 

v3 29 −91,724* −75 487,190 335,503*** −81 −3.5*** 
 (331,053) (222,384) (224,366) (330,439) (288,776) (288,954) (169,168) 
 [40,065] [24,199,817] [59,459] [243,203,898] [37,750,767] [54,594] [535] 

2013 v2 13,834** −185,072*** 11,449* −66,748 −800 −998 −1.1*** 
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 (295,790) (195,776) (196,070) (296,262) (282,773) (282,775) (168,344) 
 [3,788,184] [29,952,664] [2,795,818] [60,742,671] [730,886] [731,251] [123] 

v3 823 −191,254*** 139 128,341*** 239*** 64* −2.1*** 
 (335,874) (223,955) (224,312) (336,573) (320,736) (320,739) (169,367) 
 [394,554] [28,429,170] [58,704] [23,192,310] [33,251] [19,884] [148] 

2014 v2 9,801*** 76,292 3,189 −82,489 2,172 2,130 –0.19 
 (240,614) (159,239) (159,475) (241,007) (230,596) (230,596) (167,731) 
 [1,063,380] [61,232,099] [865,541] [49,907,659] [1,057,425] [1,057,346] [221] 

v3 1,147** −79,163 98 55,110 −5.2 −40 −1.1** 
 (338,153) (227,423) (227,781) (338,912) (319,817) (319,817) (169,200) 
 [267,974] [55,934,690] [115,035] [45,820,752] [53,072] [51,923] [224] 

2015 v2 NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.37 
 NA NA NA NA NA NA (156,605) 
 NA NA NA NA NA NA [234] 

v3 1,532** −156,144** −47 108,138** −75 −98 –0.4 
 (339,089) (229,425) (229,794) (339,753) (316,418) (316,418) (171,541) 

  [346,395] [33,684,781] [251,357] [27,683,152] [107,804] [107,559] [229] 
2016 v2 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

v3 −54,928 −111,811 −6,601 23,181 409,266** 409,257** –0.089 
 (339,156) (231,156) (231,519) (339,881) (301,174) (301,174) (170,154) 
 [33,574,316] [49,781,177] [3,559,017] [51,143,809] [88,226,457] [88,226,465] [244] 

2017 v2 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

v3 −1,482 −79,770 2,325 53,703 573,200*** 573,195*** 1.9*** 
 (315,015) (215,505) (215,849) (315,626) (271,271) (271,271) (159,233) 
 [1,847,116] [37,482,580] [778,327] [31,026,690] [94,959,975] [94,959,999] [209] 

Note: the number of observations is reported in parentheses ( ) and the standard errors are in brackets [ ]. ***Significant at 1 per cent, **significant at 5 per cent, *significant at 
10 per cent. ‘NA’ indicates that no comparable field exists between versions of the dataset. 

Source: authors’ calculations based on CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel data v2.0, v3.0, and v4.0 (National Treasury and UNU-WIDER 2019, 2020, 2021a). 
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In Appendix B we show the log ratio of version 4.0 and previous versions’ sales, property, plant 
and equipment, and employment numbers. In general, the distributions are extremely tightly 
dispersed around zero, indicating that majority of the differences are due to a few firms instead of 
general differences. In Appendix Figure B1, the dispersion in the log difference of sales against 
version 2.0 is highest for 2011–2013, with the generally jagged nature of the dispersion again 
highlighting that discrete differences exist for specific firms. There is substantial dispersion 
comparing sales with version 3.0, with a few firms reporting double or half of the amount that 
they did in version 3.0.17 There is a peak in 2015 and 2013 around 0.4 that corresponds to a 
substantial difference of around 50 per cent from the original reported amount for both versions 
2.0 and 3.0. This is likely because of reporting lags and other issues related to submitted forms in 
the year before the final year of the panel, as most firms have submitted but not yet revised their 
forms. 

In Appendix Figure B2, we show similar tight dispersion for capital stock with only 2013 being 
substantially more widely dispersed for version 2.0. We again see a substantial peak around 50 per 
cent higher than the capital stock reported for this year. The differences in version 3.0 data follow 
a similar trend, with extremely jagged peaks at specific intervals. This may be due to revisions. 

Appendix Figure B3 shows substantially similar employment numbers for all firms. Compared 
with version 2.0 figures, we show that where differences exist persistently, they are slightly higher 
in version 4.0 owing to the updated counting approach that captures more employees in firms not 
ending in February. 

Taken together, the updated panel closely matches the previous data with within-firm differences 
being minimal or being explained by changes in the underlying data. The relatively clear upward 
shift for data in the pre-final year of a version—2013 for version 1.0 and 2015 for version 2.0—
highlights the importance of changes in submissions across vintages. That is, there will likely be 
some measurement error in key variables for the year before the end of the final year in question. 
Specifically, it appears likely that firms will underreport income in the pre-final year of the data. 
This measurement concern is completely different from the sample concern of late submissions 
in the final year of the data, where larger firms are less likely to have already submitted returns. In 
this context, using the updated data to confirm previous results is crucial not only from a quality 
assurance perspective but also to correct for measurement error. 

6 Conclusion 

The CIT-IRP5 panel has been used several times for academic and policy research since it was 
created, which is a testament to the data as a unique and significant source of information for the 
study of firm behaviour in post-apartheid South Africa. A big part of the improvements in the 
panel in each version is due to the researchers who have encountered data challenges and proposed 
solutions or fixes for this version and previous versions of the data. 

In this paper, we have presented the updated version of the CIT-IRP5 panel. We discussed 
substantial improvements incorporated based on the works of Budlender and Ebrahim (2020), 
Kerr (2020), and Kilumelume et al. (2021), and showed that, despite changes in the underlying 

 

17 Recall that ln(2)≈0.693 and ln(1.5)≈0.405. 
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data, changes in vintages, and several form changes, the updated data largely conform to previous 
versions and external sources. 

Although we do improve on many aspects of the data, many improvements are currently being 
considered for the next version of the panel. These include addressing some smaller variable 
inconsistencies, temporal fixes, and improvement to aspects of the trade and VAT data. 
Researchers are encouraged to continue providing feedback to improve the panel for all users. 
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Appendix A 

Table A1: CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel variable prefixes 

Prefix Description Source 

c_ Characteristic variable Based on yes/no, categorical, or information not provided 
in income statement, balance sheet, or other specific 
sections of the form 

g_ Gross profit and loss items Variables with this subscript are based on the gross profit 
and loss section of the income statement  

k_ Assets Asset variables in the balance sheet 
l_ Liabilities Liability variables reported in balance sheet 
e_ Equity Equity variables reported in balance sheet 
y_ Income Income variables reported in the balance sheet  
x_ Expense Expense variables reported in the balance sheet  
irp5_ IRP5 Aggregated variables from the IRP5 firm-level dataset  
vat_ VAT Aggregated variables from the VAT firm-level dataset  
cust_ Customs Aggregated variables from the customs firm-level dataset  
cgl_ Capital gain/loss Capital gain/loss variables reported on the ITR14 form 

Note: this table provides the descriptions of the variable prefixes and states the variable sources. 

Source: authors’ illustration. 

Figure A1: Capital stock by source 

 
Source: authors’ illustration. 

The most significant variable additions to the panel include variables from the transfer pricing and 
capital gains tax sections of the ITR14 form. 
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A1 New subsections and labelling 

Although the variable names in the new panel remain unchanged, the labelling of each variable has 
changed slightly driven by the ambition to strengthen the clarity on where in the ITR14 tax form 
variables are derived from. The prefix of each variable label is now directly derived from the 
subsection in the ITR14 tax form to which the variable belongs. If the sub-section is ‘international’, 
the variable will be labelled as in Appendix Table A2. 

Table A2: Variable labelling convention 

Variable 
name 

Primary section in the 
ITR14 tax form 

Variable name 
with prefix 

Sub-section in the 
ITR14 tax form 

Label 

fgnassinv Company characteristics c_fgnassinv International International—company 
owns foreign assets or 

investments 

Source: authors’ illustration. 

Table A3: Customs firm-level variable name changes 

Old dataset names New dataset names 
cust_exp_total cust_export 
cust_imp_total cust_import 
cust_imp_HS cust_productimp_HS6 
cust_imp_HS4 cust_productimp_HS4 
cust_exp_HS6 cust_productexp_HS6 
cust_exp_HS4 cust_productexp_HS4 
cust_exp_countries cust_countriesexp 

Source: authors’ illustration of name changes in the customs firm-level data v4.0 (National Treasury and UNU-
WIDER 2021b). 

Table A4: Labelling convention for a selection of customs variables 

 Variable Label 
Raw variables AgentCode Customs-2.7 Agent code 

Tariff Customs-5.5 Tariff code 
Derived variables MainTrans Customs-derived Main transport used for trade 

MainAgent Customs-derived Main agent used for trade 

Source: authors’ illustration based on customs transaction-level data v4.0 (National Treasury and UNU-WIDER 
2021c). 

A2 Recommended data citations 

To encourage good research practice when using the administrative data at the National Treasury 
Secure Data Facility in Pretoria, we provide a list of recommended sources for the CIT-IRP5 panel 
as well as all the component datasets available to researchers in the data facility. 

In-text example: National Treasury and UNU-WIDER (2021). 

Reference list examples 

Brink, D., and M. Kilumelume (2021). ‘Deflator Variables Supplemental Data [dataset]. Version 1.0’. 
Pretoria: National Treasury and UNU-WIDER [distributor of the dataset], 2021. 

Budlender, J., and A. Ebrahim (2019). ‘Industry Variables Supplemental Data [dataset]. Version 1.0’. 
Pretoria: National Treasury and UNU-WIDER [distributor of the dataset], 2019. 
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National Treasury and UNU-WIDER (2021). ‘CIT-IRP5 Firm-Level Panel 2008–2018 [dataset]. Version 
4.0’. Pretoria: South African Revenue Service [producer of the original data], 2019. Pretoria: National 
Treasury and UNU-WIDER [producer and distributor of the harmonized dataset], 2021. 

National Treasury and UNU-WIDER (2020). ‘CIT Firm-Level Panel 2008–2018 [dataset]. Version 4.0’. 
Pretoria: South African Revenue Service [producer of the original data], 2019. Pretoria: National 
Treasury and UNU-WIDER [producer and distributor of the harmonized dataset], 2020. 

National Treasury and UNU-WIDER (2020). ‘IRP5 Worker-Level Data 2008–2018 [dataset]. Version 4.0’. 
Pretoria: South African Revenue Service [producer of the original data], 2019. Pretoria: National 
Treasury and UNU-WIDER [producer and distributor of the harmonized dataset], 2020. 

National Treasury and UNU-WIDER (2020). ‘IRP5 Firm-Level Data 2008–2018 [dataset]. Version 4.0’. 
Pretoria: South African Revenue Service [producer of the original data], 2019. Pretoria: National 
Treasury and UNU-WIDER [producer and distributor of the harmonized dataset], 2020. 

National Treasury and UNU-WIDER (2020). ‘Customs Transaction-Level Data 2008–2018 [dataset]. 
Version 4.0’. Pretoria: South African Revenue Service [producer of the original data], 2019. Pretoria: 
National Treasury and UNU-WIDER [producer and distributor of the harmonized dataset], 2020. 

National Treasury and UNU-WIDER (2020). ‘Customs Firm-Level Data 2008–2018 [dataset]. Version 4.0’. 
Pretoria: South African Revenue Service [producer of the original data], 2019. Pretoria: National 
Treasury and UNU-WIDER [producer and distributor of the harmonized dataset], 2020. 

National Treasury and UNU-WIDER (2020). ‘VAT Firm-Level Data 2008–2018 [dataset]. Version 4.0’. 
Pretoria: South African Revenue Service [producer of the original data], 2019. Pretoria: National 
Treasury and UNU-WIDER [producer and distributor of the harmonized dataset], 2020. 

National Treasury and UNU-WIDER (2020). ‘VAT Transaction-Level Data 2008–2018 [dataset]. Version 
4.0’. Pretoria: South African Revenue Service [producer of the original data], 2019. Pretoria: National 
Treasury and UNU-WIDER [producer and distributor of the harmonized dataset], 2020. 
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Appendix B 

Figure B1: Distribution of differences in sales between panel versions by tax year 

                (a)    (b) 

 
                (c)    (d) 

 
                (e)    (f) 

 
                (g)    (h) 

 
Source: authors’ calculations based on CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel data v2.0, v3.0, and v4.0 (National Treasury 
and UNU-WIDER 2019, 2020, 2021a). 
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Figure B2: Distribution of differences in property, plant, and equipment data between panel versions by tax year 

                (a)    (b) 

 
                (c)    (d) 

 
                (e)    (f) 

 
                (g)    (h) 

 
Source: authors’ estimates using CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel data v2.0, v3.0, and v4.0 (National Treasury and 
UNU-WIDER 2019, 2020, 2021a). 
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Figure B3 Distribution of differences in weighted employment between panel versions by tax year 

                (a)    (b) 

 
                (c)    (d) 

 
                (e)    (f) 

 
                (g)    (h) 

 
Source: authors’ calculations based on CIT-IRP5 firm-level panel data v2.0, v3.0, and v4.0 (National Treasury 
and UNU-WIDER 2019, 2020, 2021a). 
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